
 

#BehindtheSelfie with... Carl Wastie

This week, we go behind the selfie with Carl Wastie, 32-year-old voice-over artist, MC and host of the KFM 94.5 drive-time
show Flash Drive with Carl Wastie and their Coca-Cola Top40 SA CT.

Wastie captions this: Jy dink jy’s cooler as ek?

1. Where do you live, work and play?

I live in Cape Town’s northern suburbs, I work in Green Point at KFM 94.5 and I play pretty much anywhere, but Fives
Futbol Century City and my couch are the favourites.

2. What’s your claim to fame?

I always say that I'm not famous, because I work in an industry where your audience is your determinant of success,
which actually means a great deal to me.
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But to answer the question, radio is my claim and it all started with me being an MC at clubs when I was 18 years old.

3. Describe your career so far.

My career has been so much fun, with so much struggle and so much learning. I started in a video shop, then I was
headhunted to be an MC at a casino. MCing helped me look after my family while I was studying psychology at the
University of Cape Town (UCT), and I was fortunate enough to get a bursary to pursue my dream of becoming a
psychologist.

After my final year, I got called up for a voice test at a local commercial radio station, where I landed the role of a sports
presenter.

Then I was invited to join KFM 94.5, where I now host The Flash Drive from 3pm to 7pm on weekdays and the Coca-Cola
Top40 SA CT on Saturdays from 10am to 2pm. Side note – I’m far from done!

4. Tell us a few of your favourite things.

I love braaing and cooking for hungry people. I am a Fifa gamer and enjoy playing online. I find that ‘manager mode’ is just
pure therapy for me.
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I’m also a footballer, so I get my boys together on a Tuesday for a kick-around at the Fives Futbol courts.

5. What do you love about your industry?

The most beautiful thing about radio is the ability to connect with one person whenever you switch on the microphone. I feel
so honoured every time a listener chooses to listen to me, despite the competition, and there’s such responsibility in the
words that come out of my mouth.

Radio is a channel that can evoke such great inspiration, so in short, it's the people I chat to that make the industry a
love of mine.

6. Describe your average workday, if such a thing exists.
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#thebeautifulgame
A post shared by Carl Wastie (@carlwastie) on Feb 5, 2018 at 1:40am PST
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Average is a bit of a tough one to use to describe one of my days, as I try to make every day a lot more than that. I wake
up and scan the current affairs, and then I'm on the phone with my producer, chatting about ways to deal with certain
content on air for that day. I often do an MC gig in the morning or I'm being the radio nerd, jumping into meetings with
clients, pitching ideas.

After that, it's into a meeting with my programme manager, who presents us with the show’s content plan for the day, and
then its show time from 3pm to 7pm. At times, it's another gig straight after the show, and then I collapse on my couch or
I fall asleep watching MasterChef.

7. What are the tools of your trade?

Beyond the mics, headphones and broadcast equipment, the tools include the gab, if it’s indeed a gift of yours, as well as
people's stories.

I find this to be such a great tool in injecting reality and relatability into content daily.
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Thanks @weekendargus! It has been one the best journeys of my life and it
continues because I'm still like a kid in the front row of the class, learning all the
time. These noms are rocket fuel to work harder. Also, I'm not doing this alone.
I'm not afraid to ask for help and acknowledge that those who listen are crucial
on this path. #humbled #driven #appreciative
A post shared by Carl Wastie (@carlwastie) on Mar 31, 2018 at 8:14am PDT
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8. Who is getting it right in your industry?

I believe that there are many people hitting the spot in their respective corners of the entertainment industry, but DJ Lloyd is
a great case study for creating your own success in this industry.

He has built a multi-dimensional brand for himself, which allows him to create opportunities as opposed to just waiting for
them.

9. List a few pain points the industry can improve on.

I won't lie, the industry needs young talent to knock on their doors and lineup to take the mic after the veterans have hung
up their headphones. There are not enough of those veterans mentoring the younger generation of broadcast talent. It's so
important to enrich the next generation, because it makes you work even harder to sharpen your game when a young gun
is on your heels.
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Thank you FB for reminding me that I signed for this incredible station 2 years
ago... I was nervous and I doubted myself heavily but I had to dig deep to believe
that what I had to offer was enough because it was, and still is, my M. O. to
constantly improve and be better for my listener. I'm on leave next week(Wed 3
Oct) so I might as well celebrate today! From Hoping, to #TheSwitch... to
#TheFlashDrive #ilovemyjob #ilovemystation @kfmza
A post shared by Carl Wastie (@carlwastie) on Sep 28, 2018 at 1:46am PDT
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Another pain point is the superficiality that lies in those seeking a radio job. This does not apply to everyone, but there are
many who want to jump into the craft as if it's some hobby you can pick up and put along with your stamp collection. If you
want to get into radio, know that it’s hard work and make your intention the service you'll provide to the listener and the
uniqueness of that offering, as opposed to wanting to increase your Instagram followers.

10. What are you working on right now?

I keep my cards close to my chest but because you asked so nicely, I'm working on a radio drama for my show, as well as
rebuilding my website. I’m also looking to create a proudly South African board game with an accompanying app, as well
as a new TV game show. Watch this space!

11. Tell us some of the buzzwords floating around in your industry at the moment, and
some of the catchphrases you utter yourself.

The biggest buzzword in the industry is “influencer". My personal buzzwords or catchphrases are ‘content stacking’ and
‘Psy-Carl-Ogy’.

12. Where and when do you have your best ideas?

My best ideas always hit me while I’m driving or after midnight. I’m a nocturnal creature so naturally, the brain starts
overworking when it's late and if it’s not then while I’m on the way back home from work, when I can't write anything down.
Some incredible ideas have been forgotten as I pull up into my driveway!

13. What’s your secret talent/party trick?

I don't have any secret talents, besides the fact that I can knot a cherry stalk with my tongue, if that counts.
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My party trick is that no matter what, I will never burn the food on the fire.

14. Are you a technophobe or a technophile?

I think I'm in the middle somewhere, because I can handle myself in a tech conversation and I love my gaming tech, but I
keep things really simple.

15. What would we find if we scrolled through your phone?

You would find screenshots of funny stuff I found on my timeline; screenshots of décor ideas from Pinterest; pictures of my
eight-year-old son, Zac; and selfies, from all the recent events I’ve attended.

16. What advice would you give to newbies hoping to crack into the industry?

The best bit of advice I can give is often the advice I blurt out when I’m asked the ever-popular question, "What do I study
to get into radio?".

#midyearleave #thethingsiveseen . . . . . . . #nature #roadtrip #citrusdal
#paternoster #langebaan #thebaths #clubmykonos #love #me #fun #picoftheday
#holiday #lekker
A post shared by Carl Wastie (@carlwastie) on Jul 1, 2018 at 12:11pm PDT
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“ My response to this question is always: ‘Study yourself,’ because you need to find out who you are and what you like.

Find your angle on life and find your truth. It's so important to not benchmark others who are already in the industry,
because radio is about people and we are all unique and created with an incredible amount of individuality, which is your
duty to unlock and share with the world. ”
“
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Simple as that. Search #TheFlashDrive to see and hear what Wastie does and follow him on Twitter and Instagram; visit
the Primedia Broadcasting press office and follow KFM on Twitter, Instagram, Facebook and Youtube.

*Interviewed by Leigh Andrews.
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Highlight of the Day: Chatting to some incredible Grade 11 & 12 humans at
Buren High School in Brooklyn Topics included: Drive in the face of negativity,
the uselessness of Anger and emotional intelligence. #theyouthwillsetyoufree
Thanks for the invite @kath_brink ��
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